Myocardial motion estimation in tagged MR sequences by using alphaMI-based non rigid registration.
Tagged Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is currently the reference MR modality for myocardial motion and strain analysis. NMI-based non rigid registration has proven to be an accurate method to retrieve cardiac deformation fields. The use of alphaMI permits higher dimensional features to be implemented in myocardial deformation estimation through image registration. This paper demonstrates that this is feasible with a set of Haar wavelet features of high dimension. While we do not demonstrate performance improvement for this set of features, there is no significant degradation as compared to implementing the registration method with the traditional NMI metric. We use Entropic Spanning Graphs (ESGs) to estimate the alphaMI of the wavelet feature vectors WFVs since this is not possible with histograms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that ESGs are used for non rigid registration.